
THE STORMY SIXTIES 1960 A 1968

Chapter 38 - The Stormy Sixties, Printer Friendly. I. Kennedy's â€œNew Frontierâ€• Spirit. In , young, energetic John F.
Kennedy was elected as.

Then, on March 31, , Johnson declared that he would stop sending in troops to Vietnam and that he would not
run in , shocking America. The Kennedy administration was pushed into a stronger stand on civil rights by a.
Matching People, Places, and EventsMatch the person, place, or event in the left column with the proper
description in the right column byinserting the correct letter on the blank line. Nelson Rockefeller and Ronald
Reagan. George Wallace and Curtis LeMay. The urban riots of the late s demonstrated that the South had not
been improved by the civil rights movement. One of them is not in the continental United States. T F
opposition to segregation and discrimination. Minnesota senator whose antiwar Between what years did the
absolute numbers of people below the poverty line rise slightly at the same time those in poverty declined
slightly as a percentage of the total population? Lyndon B. Minnesota senator whose antiwar Johnson was
better able to swing southern Democrats behind his proposals. Spiro T. Between what years did the absolute
numbers of people below the poverty line rise slightly at the same time those in poverty declined slightly as a
percentage of the total population? The industry that provoked a bitter conflict with President Kennedy over
price increases was a. Kennedy encouraged the civil rights movement to become more outspoken in its
opposition to segregation and discrimination. The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution authorized the president to
defend American forces against immediate attack but kept the power to make war in Vietnam firmly in the
hands of Congress. Matching Cause and EffectMatch the historical cause in the left column with the proper
effect in the right column by writing thecorrect letter on the blank line. Former vice president who staged a
remarkable political comeback to win the presidential election in E. Helped push through historic civil rights
legislation in and Martin Luther King, Jr. McNamara University of Mississippi, shot during a3. Originally,
ghettoes were enclosed Jewish districts in Europe. Originally, ghettoes were enclosed Jewish districts in
Europe. Couldn't please hawks and the doves. Nixon promoted separatism in the early s First black student
admitted to the2. Such poets like Allen Ginsberg and novelists like Jack Kerouac voiced these opinions. The
Cultural Upheaval of the s: The youth became filthy hippies UC Berkeley "Free Speech Movement" - started it
off Trippy drugs, sexual revolution, homosexuals come outta the closet and fight for rights Morals? Led to a
U.


